
We are a hub for innovation.
Techies. Tinkerers. Entrepreneurs. Innovators. And everyone else who is 
excited about the cool, smart things happening all across Bloomington. 
Innovation Week is a celebration of our fellow thinkers and doers. The Mill 
is excited to host our third annual event dedicated to innovation!

The week is jam-packed with our 5th Annual Crossroads Statewide 
Pitch Competition, inaugural Community Innovation Awards, and 
we’re launching The Mill’s Cybersecurity Sprint Week! Plus, we’ll have an 
Opportunity Fair hosted by the BEDC, Ada Lovelace Day, IU’s Luddy School 
HuBMAP, a Mobile Makerspace, early-stage investment workshop, and 
more free sessions! 

The week might sound full, but we have spots remaining for our spotlight 
and VIP sponsors. You’ll have the opportunity to highlight your innovative 
company and projects - you can host a workshop, show off some 
technology, or work with our team to craft the perfect event for you! 

You can play a leading role in the innovation ecosystem by sponsoring 
this week of events. The Mill depends on sponsorships to make these 
public-facing events possible. Your support amplifies The Mill’s work to 
support and develop innovation. Your generosity empowers the next 
generation of ideas, and that generosity won’t go unnoticed. To show 
you how much we care — we want everyone to know that you care, too! 
In addition to the visibility, branding, and exposure that your company 
receives as the Innovation Spotlight Sponsor of this signature event, your 
organization will gain unique value: 

• Have your company promoted as the power behind it all! Innovation 
Week, powered by [insert your name here]!

• A public-facing session to promote the innovators in your 
organization and share the amazing work they’re doing 

• Position your company as a leader to entrepreneurs, executives, 
founders, and innovators

• Associate your organization with The Mill’s startup community and 
brand of forward-thinking innovation

Thank you for your consideration and support.
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Week SUNDAY–FRIDAY

OCTOBER 10 – 15, 2021

THE MILL’S

Schedule of Events
SUNDAY

• Cybersecurity Sprint 
Week Kick-Off

MONDAY
• ADA Lovelace Day 

(lunch and panel)
• Community Innovation 

Awards

TUESDAY
• HuBMAP: 

Cyberinfrastruction for 
Network Science Center

• Early Stages Investment 

WEDNESDAY
• Crossroads Pitch 

Competition Finals

THURSDAY
• BEDC Opportunity Expo

FRIDAY
• Uplands Lean Network: 

Lean Startup Panel
• Cybersecurity Sprint 

Week Presentations

ABOUT THE MILL
The Mill is the heart of southern 
Indiana’s startup ecosystem and 
its largest coworking space. As 
the center for entrepreneurship 
in Bloomington, The Mill 
provides critical access, first 
and foremost to a community 
of peers and mentors, and 
secondly to capacity-building 
resources and startup 
capital. Our programs help 
accelerate innovative ideas 
and technologies into business 
concepts.

dimensionmill.org



Top branding on all Innovation 
Week promotional materials

Logo and company blurb on the 
Innovation week website

Highlighted as a sponsor on  
The Mill’s website

Innovation Week marketing 
materials for use on your social 

media channels

Mentions on social media

Exclusive naming rights — 
“Innovation Week powered by 

(your organization’s name)”

Recognition at Innovation Week 
sessions and signature Mill events 

over the course of the week

Mention in press release

One 2-hour public-facing session 
during Innovation Week

One 1-hour public-facing session 
during Innovation week

INNOVATION
SPOTLIGHT  
SPONSOR
$5,000

1 AVAILABLE

VIP 
SPONSOR
$2,000

2 AVAILABLE

SUPPORTING  
SPONSOR

$750
UNLIMITED
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SPONSORSHIP 
PACKAGES

NAME 
ONLY

NAME 
ONLY

LOGO 
ONLY

LOGO 
ONLY


